
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
manager, commercial banking. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for manager, commercial banking

Manages and prioritizes, with Division Manager, the credit underwriting
workflow (e.g., loans/commitments, CRR, Renewals)
Evaluates and examines credit requests in order to assess credit worthiness
including loan quality, credit risk classification, loan structure, collateral
analysis, pricing and adherence to Bank policies
Reviews financial spreads and associated financial statements and notes,
credit documentation and structure, commitments, for the purpose of risk
rating loans, determining the degree of attention required, identifying
potential credit problems and ensuring conformity to company lending
policies and practices
Monitors the credit underwriting process, activities and products for quality,
compliance and consistency while satisfying client needs
Maintains strong communication ties with Underwriters, Credit Analysts and
Commercial Banking Relationship Managers on credit matters and loans,
including presentation and recommendations of extensions, renewals and
commitments to necessary approval authorities, industry research and
analysis, structure, pricing and management assessment
Participates in joint calls with Relationship Managers
Lead Deal Team for large, complex credits over $10MM
Act as liaison with various units responsible for providing service to the
commercial customer including but not limited to the processing of loans,
payments, financial analysis, statements

Example of Manager, Commercial Banking Job
Description
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Manages the Commercial Bank's compliance with OFAC

Qualifications for manager, commercial banking

At least 2 years agency / executive search experience
Knowledge of financial services regulatory environment including AML/KYC
preferred
Bachelor’s in English, Journalism or Communications preferred
BA/BS degree in English, Writing, Journalism, or equivalent work experience
7+ years practical experience with technical/procedural writing and editing,
specifically editing and reformatting detailed procedural documents into
succinct, easy-to-follow steps
Advanced knowledge of and experience applying external style guides
(Chicago Manual of Style, Microsoft Manual of Style for Technical
Publications, and AP Stylebook)


